The results of VVER-IO00 computational benchmarks calculations obtained with the use of various Russian codes (such as MCU-RFFI/A, TVS-M and WIMS-ABBN) are presented. List of benchmarks includes LEU and MOX cells with fresh and spent fuel under various conditions (for calculation of kinetic parameters, Doppler coefficient, reactivity effect of decreasing the water density).
INTRODUCTION
Verification and validation of computer codes is the component part of the problem of MOX fuel using in VVER reactors. Within the framework of Joint American-Russian Fissile Materials Disposition Program a set of VVER computational benchmarks was formulated. This set consists of pin cell and multiassembly geometries with LEU and weapon-grade MOX. The calculations call for a wide range of temperatures, water densities and soluble boron concentrations to estimate an accuracy of prediction of Doppler coefficient, reactivity effect of water density decreasing. The list of parameters to be calculated includes kinetics parameters.
Complete description of mentioned above benchmark is given in [ 11.
The presented report contains some results of calculations performed with computer codes applying in Russia as well as inter-comparison of these results. -TRIANG-PWR [S] code for pin-by-pin computation using constants from WIMS-ABBN (multi-assembly variants VI 9-V20); It should be noted that two different options of the code were used to perform the calculations.
COMPUTER CODES USED
The POINTWISE option uses the pointwise cross sections for all the energy region (0 -20 MeV). Thermalization effects are taken into account if neutron energy is less than 4 eV.
The MULTIGROUP option, intended to verify the design codes, solves the transport equation using the 40-group approximation for thermal region (0 -1 Ev).
It should be emphasized that MCU-RFFL/A and TVS-M codes are based on the same nuclear data whereas WIMS-ABBN has different constant library. It is observed that multigroup MCU results are in a good agreement with the ones obtained by TVS-M code, which also uses multigroup thermal cross sections library. For all variants discrepancies do not exceed 0.003.
CALCULATION RESULTS
As to WIMS-ABBN code it's results demonstrates rather good agreement with MCU and TVS-M in case of pin cell variants with LEU fuel and spent MOX fuel (differences do not exceed 0.01). However for V17 variant (pin cell with fresh MOX fuel) discrepancies rise running up to 0.015. Partially it can be explained by different nuclear data libraries.
TRIANG-PWR results differs from the ones obtained with other codes approximately by 1 % (TRIANG-PWR underestimates the value of&).
REACTIVITYEFFECTS
From the practical point of view it is especially important to calculate with a good accuracy reactivity effects such as Doppler, effect of water density changing and so on. In Table 3 reactivity effects obtained with various codes are presented. As it is seen from this Table all codes demonstrates very good agreement. The only exception is WIMS-ABBN which slightly overestimates Doppler effect value (approximately by 10%) in comparison with other codes.
The states parameters are given in Table 2 .
KINETICPARAMETERS
For computing of effective fraction of delayed neutrons and prompt neutrons lifetime different codes used different approaches. Ln MCU-R.FFL/A &-was defines as follows:
&J= Cx,, -KprompSKff, where Kprompt is multiplication factor with only prompt neutrons taking into account.
In TVS-M and WIMS-ABBN codes ,Q and C are calculated with the use of perturbation theory. TRIANG used so called "direct" method.
Results of ,Q,p/& and C calculations are presented in Table 4 -6.
As it is seen from Table 4 values of &obtained with different codes are close and maximum deviation does not exceed 5%. Especially good agreement is observed between MCU and WIMS-ABBN results.
The &-ip values given in Table 5 have better agreement than & because of &-lp characterizes the computer code algorithms quality, while &-also depends on the cross section libraries used in a code. This circumstance gives the reason to suppose that delayed neutrons constants used in TVS-M possibly differ from MCU data.
Prompt neutron lifetime f calculated with TVS-M and WIMS-ABBN codes is given in Table 6 
CONCLUSION
In this report the results of several benchmarks calculations performed with MCU-RFFI, TVS-M, WIMS-ABBN and TRIANG-PWR codes are presented.
It was discovered that as a whole all codes have demonstrated a good agreement. For the pin cell variants K, discrepancies lie within 1% with exception of WIMS-ABBN results for V17 (fresh .MOX) variant which differ from others by l-1.5%. The possible reason of it is differences in nuclear data for Pu isotopes, but more detailed analysis including reaction rates comparison is necessary.
As for kinetics parameters calculations there is rather good agreement between values of ,&, L and especially ,L&/Pobtained with various codes. EFFl= lOO*(K,(Si)-K,(S7))/K,(S7), h w ere i=8 corresponds to Doppler effect, i=9 -to effect of decreasing water density, i=lO -to boron effect. (1) It is ORNL's understanding that K0 is the value of the effective multiplication factor computed with the neutron energy spectrum of a system infinite in the dimensions not modeled. A buckling correction has been applied to the computed value of the multiplication factor for the system. The correction is applied after the solution procedure-which can be iterative or stochastic-for the neutron transport equation. This differs from the usual practice in the United States of incorporating the buckling factor as a part of the procedure for determining the values of the neutron fluxes. Both methods are approximations and neither is necessarily preferred.
TABLES
(2) In Section 3.3, the statement is made that the effective delayed neutron fraction and the prompt neutron lifetime are calculated with perturbation theory in the TVS-M and WIMS-ABBN codes. Perturbation theory is a familiar mathematical technique but its use in the determination of these two parameters is not familiar. It is ORNL's belief that the solution to the transport equation containing the effective neutron fraction is assumed to be a small perturbation to the unperturbed solution without delayed neutrons so that a solution of the form y = x( 1) + y*x + other terms is substituted into the transport equation and solved.
(3) U.S. methods for effective delayed neutron fraction are based on matching reaction rates between an "effective" fission neutron fraction in an energy group and the actual reaction rate due to the delayed neutrons in a given energy group. It is ORNL's belief that the "direct" method used in TRIANG the same as used in the U.S. This same issue is important for the discussion of beta-effective given in Section 3.3, next-to-last paragraph. Future reports should provide additional explanation as to why "beta-effective/beta characterizes the computer code algorithms quality".
